
DANM 250C-01 Winter Quarter 2014

Class 3: Light

This class is all about light. What is it? What forms does it take? How can be it be
studied and analyzed? What is its role in physical systems? These questions are crucial to
any astronomical topic, because, with very few exceptions, light is the only tool we have
available for studying the world beyond the Solar System. We cannot visit distant stars,
let alone distant galaxies. We cannot directly probe interstellar space. Yet we can see all
of these places, and deduce tremendous amounts by carefully studying the light we receive
from them.

I. Light as an electromagnetic wave

A. The speed of light

To understand the nature of light, and its use in astronomical observations,
we must start with one of the most basic observations one can make about light:
the speed with which it travels. The first recorded attempt to measure this speed
was by Galileo in 1638, who sent assistants to distant hilltops at night. He then
opened his lamp, and instructed them to do the same as soon as they saw his
light. He then timed the delay, hoping that there would be one. Unfortunately,
for Galileo, the delay was far too small to measure given his technology. He
concluded, correctly, regarding the speed of light that “If not instantaneous, it is
extraordinarily rapid”. However, being a good scientist, he took his null result
and used it to set a limit. He concluded that a lower limit on the speed of light
is ten times faster than the speed of sound.

The first real evidence that light travels at finite speed came from as-
tronomical observations of the moons of Jupiter by the Danish astronomer Ole
Rømer in the 1660s and 1670s. The setup of the observation is illustrated in
Figure 1, taken from Rømer’s original 1676 article. The observation was as fol-
lows: Io takes 42.5 hours to orbit Jupiter, so it should go into eclipse every 42.5
hours. Instead, however, Rømer observed that the timing between eclipses was
not quite constant.1 Instead, the timing between eclipses was somewhat greater
when Earth was in a position where it was moving away from Jupiter, and shorter
when it was closer to Jupiter.

Rømer’s explanation was as follows. In the figure, suppose that Earth
orbits the Sun in the counterclockwise direction, so that it is receding from Jupiter

1The history of why Rømer was making these measurements is interesting. His motivation was the
problem of measuring longitude. Ships at sea could measure their latitude fairly easily based on the positions
of the Sun and stars, but they had no comparable ability to measure longitude. The importance of this for
navigation was such that King Philip III of Spain offered a prize for a solution. Galileo had proposed that
timing the eclipses of the moons of Jupiter could provide a solution, since they could be used as a natural
clock. An accurate clock, combined with measurements of the timing of sunrise and sunset, would reveal the
longitude of a ship. Unfortunately the technique was not practical for use on ships because it was impossible
to make sufficiently accurate astronomical observations from the deck of a moving ship. There were also
problems in the accuracy of Galileo’s original eclipse timing tables, and Rømer was working on getting better
eclipse timing measurements.
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Figure 1: A figure from Ole Rømer’s 1676 paper, as summarized by an anonymous reporter
in the article Démonstration touchant le mouvement de la lumière trouvé par M. Roemer de
l’Académie des sciences. The Earth’s orbit is illustrated by the circle labeled with points E
- L, and Io’s orbit around Jupiter is illustrated by the circle labeled B and C. Jupiter is B.

when it is on the left-hand side of the diagram. Suppose we observe an eclipse
when the Earth is at point L. If the Earth were to stay at L, then the next eclipse
would be 42.5 hours later, as dictated by Io’s orbital period. However, the Earth
is not still. Instead, while Io orbits, the Earth also moves, to point K. Thus the
light carrying news of the eclipse has to travel slightly further to get to the Earth
when it is at point K than it did for the previous eclipse, when the Earth was at
point L. The extra travel time makes the eclipse interval appear larger.

The converse applies when Earth is on the left side of the diagram. If
we observe an eclipse when the Earth is at point F, and then again at point G,
the light carrying news of the eclipse has less distance to travel to get to G than
to F. The the interval between when we see the eclipses is reduced. From the
variation in eclipse timings, it is possible to deduce the ratio of the speed of light
to the speed of the Earth’s motion around the Sun, though Rømer himself did
not do this calculation. In any event, the Earth’s speed was not well known, as
the Venus transit observations that allowed the first confident measurement of
the Earth-Sun distance would not be made until the 1760s, as we discussed two
weeks ago.

The first really accurate measurement of the speed of light in a terrestrial
experiment was by Hippolyte Fizeau in 1849, using a rotating wheel. Fizeau’s ex-
periment used a beam of light that was bounced off a mirror 8 km away and then
back. The light beam was first passed through the teeth of a wheel. When the
wheel was stationary, the light would pass through the teeth without difficulty.
When it was moving, light might get through the teeth on the way out, but would
then be blocked on the way back. However, when the wheel was rotated at the
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Figure 2: An illustration of the electric fields (blue) and magnetic fields (red) that are
produced by a moving charge (blue, at the left). Together these oscillating fields form a wave.
Image taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Onde_electromagnetique.svg.

right speed, light would get through, because it would pass through one gap in the
teeth on the way out, and the next gap on the way back. By measuring the speed
at which the wheel had to be rotated to make this happen, one could deduce the
time required for the light to reach the distant mirror and return, and thus the
speed of light. Fizeau’s value is about 5% off the current best measurement.

B. Maxwell’s discovery

Measurements of the speed of light are one thread of the story of light’s
nature, but a second thread, that was not obviously connected to the first at
the beginning, had to do with understanding electrical and magnetic phenomena.
Until the early 1800s, no one had realized that electricity and magnetism were
related phenomena. However, in 1826 André-Marie Ampère shows that an electric
current can cause a magnetic field to appear (as in an electromagnet), and in 1831
Michael Faraday showed that time-varying magnetic fields could induce electric
currents. This clearly showed that electricity and magnetism were related.

In 1864, James Clerk Maxwell, a Scottish physicist, was able to combine
Faraday’s and Ampère’s discoveries with a number of others, and show that all
electromagnetic phenomena could be unified under a single set of laws, now known
as Maxwell’s Laws. Maxwell’s four laws can be summarized non-technically as
follows. The first one describes how the presence of a charge induces an electric
field, which attracts opposite charges and repels like charges. The second states
that magnetic charges do not exist; magnets always come in north pole - south
pole pairs, and no “bare” north or south poles exist. The final two laws describe
how electric and magnetic fields interact. The third law embodies Faraday’s
discovery, and it states that time-varying magnetic fields can induce electric fields
and thereby cause electric currents to flow. The final law embodies Ampère’s
discovery that currents can induce magnetic fields, along with a novel and critical
contribution from Maxwell, which is that time-varying electric fields can also
induce magnetic fields.

The significance of Maxwell’s addition to the final law was profound, for
it predicted the possibility of a self-sustaining electromagnetic wave. Imagine
shaking an electric charge up and down (Figure 2). The charge induces an electric
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field, and as it moves the electric field associated with it moves, producing a time-
varying electric field. This in turn, by Maxwell’s laws, induces a magnetic field,
which also varies in time as the electric field does. However, that time-varying
magnetic field in turn induces an electric field, and so a feedback loop between
the two propagates through space.

Maxwell’s discovery of this feedback loop made it possible to calculate
the rate at which a wave driven by this phenomenon would travel... and when
he did the calculation, using the experimentally-measured parameters describing
the properties of electric and magnetic fields, he discovered that the propagation
speed matched the experimentally-determined value for the speed of light! This
led him to propose for the first time that light was a form of electromagnetic wave.

C. The electromagnetic spectrum

Maxwell’s equations had the important implication that electromagnetic
waves could exist at arbitrary frequencies. The frequency of a wave is simply the
time period between successive peaks, and, in the example of shaking a charge
up and down, it corresponds to the period with which the particle repeats its
motion. While the electrical devices available in the 19th century could not drive
oscillating electromagnetic fields at frequencies visible to the human eye (and in
some sense they still cannot – visible light is generated in a quite different way),
they could drive oscillations at lower frequencies. Maxwell’s Laws predicted that
these low-frequency waves should be able to propagate through space at the speed
of light, and thus that it should be possible to generate such a wave electrically
in one place, and detect it elsewhere.

In 1886, Heinrich Hertz was able to do exactly that. He build a device that
generated electromagnetic waves, and another that detect such waves, and show
that they traveled at the speed of light. This was the invention of radio technology
(though the waves were called “Hertzian waves” for the first 20 years or so after
their discovery), and the basis for the invention of practical radio communication
devices over the next 20 or so years.

In the years since, we have come to understand that electromagnetic waves,
i.e., light, covers a huge range of frequencies, and that many seemingly-unrelated
phenomena, including radio, visible light, and X-rays, are all manifestations of
the same underlying phenomenon operating at different frequencies. One can also
describe this in terms of the wavelength, defines as the spatial distance between
successive peaks. Wavelength λ, frequency ν, and the speed of light c are related
by

c = λν.

Since c is fixed, an increase in frequency ν must correspond to a decrease in wave-
length λ, and vice-versa. Radio waves correspond to electromagnetic waves with
large wavelength and low frequency. Visible light is intermediate in both wave-
length and frequency. X-rays have short wavelengths and high frequencies. Other
types of radiation that we sometimes talk about – infrared light, ultraviolet light,
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Figure 3: The electromagnetic spectrum. Image taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/File:EM_spectrum.svg.

microwaves, etc. – are all simply different frequencies and wavelengths along this
spectrum. Visible light constitutes a tiny part of the available spectrum. Figure
3 illustrates the full spectrum.

D. Blackbody radiation

Once it was understood that light was electromagnetic radiation, it become
possible to understand how it interacted with matter. While the fully story of
this interaction is incredibly complex, we will brielfy discuss one aspect of it here,
and another aspect later on. The one we will discuss here, because it is extremely
relevant to interpreting astronomical observations, is blackbody radiation.

A blackbody is an object that perfectly absorbs all electromagnetic waves
incident on it, without reflecting anything back. This is a theoretical idealization,
as no real material is so perfectly absorbing, but graphite and black soot are rea-
sonably good approximations. Blackbodies do not reflect light, but they do emit
light – indeed, they must, since if the absorbed all incoming light but emitted
nothing, they would get hotter and hotter without limit. Instead, blackbodies
emit radiation, and the spectrum of radiation they emit depends on their temper-
ature. In 1901, Max Planck was able to solve the problem of blackbody emission,
and derive a formula for how the light emitted by a blackbody is distributed in
frequency.

The important resut from Planck’s Law, as it is now known, is that the
frequency of light emitted depends on the temperature of the emitting object. The
hotter it is, the shorter the wavelength / higher the frequency it emits. Objects
at room temperature emit light in the infrared, outside the range our eyes can
see, and thus a blackbody at room temperature appears black to human eyes. It
would not appear black to an infrared detector.
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As the temperature rises to ∼ 1000 K2, the emission begins to enter the
visible part of the spectrum, starting at dull red. The term “red-hot” comes
from this phenomenon. As the temperature continues to rise, the emission shifts
to progressively bluer colors, eventually becoming blue at temperatures above
∼ 10, 000 K. At higher temperatures the bulk of the radiation is actually emitted
at wavelengths shorter than human eyes can see, althouhh there is still some light
emitted at wavelengths that we can see, and we perceive the color as blue.

The dependence of light color on temperature has very important impli-
cations for astronomy, because it means that we can estimate the temperature of
something by measuring the light it emits. This phenomenon, including a number
of complicating factors that we won’t go into, the basis for most of our knowledge
of the temperatures of stellar surfaces. When we assert (as we will next week)
that the Sun’s surface is at a temperature of about 6, 000 K, the temperature-
dependence of blackbody radiation is the basis for that statement. Stars of other
surface temperatures appear blue or red, depending on whether they are hotter
or colder than the Sun.3

II. The quantum nature of light

A. Photons and wave-particle duality

Up to this point all the physics we have learned is strictly 19th century,
with the exception of the Jeans length, which was discovered by Jeans in 1902.
We now enter the 20th century. Before doing so, it’s worth nothing how complete
physics seemed at the start of the century. Maxwell’s theory of light worked
beautifully to explain numerous phenomena, and the kinetic theory of gases and
the associated techniques of statistical mechanics had successfully explained most
of thermodynamics. However, there were cracks in the facade already. Planck’s
calculation of the blackbody spectrum was in fact one of these, since he was able
to match the observations only by making a rather ad hoc assumption. That
assumption was that, for some unexplained reason, electromagnetic waves could
not have arbitrary amplitudes.4 Instead, their amplitudes had to take on only
certain discrete values.

A second anomaly was the photoelectric effect. In the course of his in-
vestigations of radio waves, Heinrich Hertz built a device that would generate a
spark when an electromagnetic wave hit it. However, he noticed that the spark
was stronger and longer when the device was out in the open than when it was

2The Kelvin (K) and Celsius (C) temperature scales are related very simply: the temperature in K is
equal to the temperature in C plus 273. This offset is chosen so that 0 K corresponds to absolute zero, the
temperature at which the mean speed of molecules drops to zero.

3An interesting side question: why are there no green stars? We see red stars, blue stars, yellow stars,
and white stars, but not green stars. Why? The answer has nothing to do with stars, and everything to do
with the way the human eye works. See below in the section on color for an explanation.

4Amplitude in this sense means the peak strength of the electric or magnetic field associated with the
wave.
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placed in a box with a glass window. This was soon found to be a more general
phenomenon. The setup is as follows: one sets up a battery of some sort attached
to a circuit, but the circuit is broken by a pair of metal plates that do not touch.
Because the circuit is not closed, no current flows. However, if one then shines
ultraviolet light on the plates, a current starts to flow, with the amount of current
depending on the intensity of the light. The odd thing is that, if one shines a red
light on the plates, even one that is much more intense than a weak ultraviolet
light, no current flows. So what was going on?

The explanation was provided in 1905 by Albert Einstein,5 who proposed
that Planck’s ad hoc assumption that light waves could only have discrete energies
was in fact true, and that light was, contrary to Maxwell’s explanation, a particle,
called a photon. The intensity of light corresponds to the number of photons,
while the frequency of light corresponds to the energy of an individual photon.
This is why ultraviolet light causes a current to flow but even a very intense red
light does not. It requires a certain amount of energy to displace electrons off the
surface of the plate, freeing them to cross to the other plate and carry the current.
Red light photons, no matter how numerous, each individually lack the energy to
knock electrons free, and thus no current flows. Ultraviolet photons are of higher
energy, and they can free electrons. More intense light means more photons,
and thus more freed electrons and more current. Einstein’s model successfully
explained the observations.

So is Maxwell’s explanation of light as a wave wrong? Not really. The best
evidence that light is a wave comes from an experiment known as the double-slit
experiment (or Young’s experiment). This is an experiment that demonstrates the
wave nature of light, and it relies on the phenomenon of interference. The setup
is as follows. First consider a wave striking a barrier with a small slit in it. This
can be a light wave striking a plate with a slit in it, but it could also be a wave
in the ocean striking a breakwater with a small opening in it. Most of the wave
is stopped, but the part that passes through the opening spreads out in a circular
pattern. The most intense waves are directly in front of the opening, with decreas-
ing intensity as one moves away from the opening. If there are two slits, then each
one has waves radiating from it, and they interfere with one another. In some
places the waves add, and in some places they cancel, and one is left with an alter-
nating pattern of bright and dark. One can demonstrate both of these effects fairly
easily using water waves: see a demonstration at http://video.mit.edu/watch/
ripple-tank-single-and-double-slit-diffraction-and-interference-4276/.

The double-slit experiment performed with light also shows this pattern of

5This was the first of Einstein’s four Annus mirabilis papers. The other three were his successful expla-
nation of the phenomenon of Brownian motion (the random motion of small objects immersed in liquids or
gasses, for example the bobbing of a cork floating in water), his special theory of relativity, and the equiva-
lence of mass and energy, known by the equation E = mc2. Each of these four papers would independently
have been worthy of a Nobel Prize. The E = mc2 paper is the best known, but from the standpoint of
physics the paper on the photoelectric effect is probably the most consequential, because it formed the basis
of quantum mechanics. Einstein did this work during a two year period between finishing his undergraduate
education and starting his PhD, during which time he worked as a patent clerk in Bern, Switzerland.
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Figure 4: Patterns of light produced by passing monochromatic light through a single
slit (top) and a double-slit (bottom). Image taken from http://upload.wikimedia.org/

wikipedia/commons/c/c2/Single_slit_and_double_slit2.jpg.

a uniform band for a single slit, and alternating bright and dark for a double-slit,
as shown in Figure 4. The dark bands are known as interference fringes. The
double-slit experiment is strong evidence that light is a wave, since only waves
show interference behavior. If one thinks about firing machine gun bullets through
small openings, one does not expect the pattern of where the bullets hit a wall on
the far side of the openings to show alternating maxima and minima. Interference
is clearly a wave phenomenon, so light is clearly a wave.

Our intuition is that things are either waves or particles, but not both.
However, our intuition is wrong, and in fact objects are both waves and particles.
For macroscopic objects, their behavior is almost entirely wave-like or almost
entirely particle-like, so we never see both behaviors at once. For microscopic
objects that is not the case, however, and light can act as both a wave and a
particle. So can other things. One of the most beautiful experiments in physics
involves performing the double-slit experiment with a twist. We can fire the
particles at the barrier very slowly, one at a time, and when they reach the
detector at the far end of the experiment we can record their positions one at a
time. For technical reasons, this is easier to do with electrons than with photons,
but the principle is the same. A video of such an experiment is available at
http://rdg.ext.hitachi.co.jp/rd/moviee/doubleslite-n.wmv.

The result is remarkable: we see the electrons hit the detector one at a
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time, and at first they appear random in their positions. Over time, however,
the electron positions build up into the familiar interference pattern of alternat-
ing bright and dark. The really strange thing is this: one could imagine lots of
electrons going through the slits at once and interfering with one another, giving
rise to an interference pattern. In this experiment, though, there is only a single
electron in the experimental chamber at a time. Thus the electrons cannot be
interfering with one another. Instead, the electron is interfering with itself. When
it strikes the detector it is asking like a particle and leaves a definite spot, but
when it passes through the slit, it acts like a wave and goes through both paths
at once. It is both a wave and a particle. Light is the same.

B. The interaction of light with matter; quantization

Einstein showed that light comes in discrete packets, and this proved to
be a general phenomenon: things in the universe appear to be quantized. In
particular, atoms and molecules are quantized. An atom consists of a positively
charged nucleus being orbited by negatively charged electrons, with electric at-
traction responsible to keeping the electrons bound to the nucleus. However, the
electrons cannot have just any energy. Instead, their energies can only take on
certain discrete, quantized values.6

The quantization of electron energies means that gaseous atoms and molecules
can only interact with photons whose energies / frequencies match up with the
energy differences between their possible energy states. This is the reason that
most gases are transparent: only very specific, narrow frequencies interact with
them, and other frequencies pass unimpeded. Liquids and solids can interact with
much broader ranges of frequency, because in them the atoms are close enough
together that there are a broad range of energy levels associated with interactions
between them, rather than just the energies of isolated atoms.

III. Astronomical observations of light

A. Colors and photometry

We now come to the final topic: now that we know a bit about how light
works, what can we understand about astronomical observations? In the process
we will also understand a bit of how human vision works, because the underlying
principles are the same.

6This resolves another mystery the bedeviled 19th and early 20th century physics. Experiments showed
that atoms consisted of positively charged nuclei being orbited by negatively-charged electrons. So far, so
good: an electron can orbit a proton the same way the Earth can orbit the Sun, held in place by electric
instead of gravitational forces. The problem is that accelerating charges (including those moving in a circle)
create light, and one can calculate the rate at which an electron orbiting a proton should lose energy by light
emission. The result is that the electron should lose all its energy and spiral in to the proton in much less
than a second, radiating madly as it does not. We do not observe this actually happening, and the reason
is that, once the electrons get into the lowest possible energy states, they can’t radiate any more energy,
because there are no lower energy states into which they could go.
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The most basic thing we can do with light is measure its intensity, but
now that we understand that light is electromagnetic waves and that these waves
can have different frequencies, we need to clarify exactly what intensity we are
measuring. In general, light that we receive is a mix of many different frequencies,
just as sounds that we hear are a mix of many different pitches. The distribution
of how much energy there is at each frequency (or wavelength, or pitch) is called
a spectrum. When we measure light, we need to specify the range in frequencies,
i.e., the part of the spectrum, to which our detector is sensitive. In astronomy,
we generally provide frequency discrimination by putting a filter in front of a
telescope that allows only certain wavelengths of light to pass. The technique of
measuring the amount of light received from an astronomical object through a
particular filter is called photometry.

While photometry through a single filter is useful, we can get far more
information by measuring through two or more filters at different wavelengths and
comparing them. This tells us how the radiation we are receiving is distributed
in frequency, which in turn can allow us to determine things like the temperature
of the emitting object. If we observe that one star gives us more blue than red
light, and another gives us more red and blue light, then we know that the first
star is hotter than the second. With enough filters, and enough precisions in the
measurements, this can allow quite precise measurements of temperature.

The difference in light received through two different filters is called a color,
because it is in fact exactly the same as how humans perceive color. The color-
sensitive cells in the human eye, cones, come in three types, and each is sensitive
to only a certain range of wavelengths of light. Figure 5 shows the response
curves of human cone cells.7 Depending on the frequencies of light received,
the different types of cells will be stimulated by different amounts, and what
our brains perceive as color is the difference in stimulation level received by the
different types of cone cells. The primary colors, red, green, and blue, correspond
to the wavelength range sensitivity of cone cells.

One final, interesting point is that we perceive a blackbody with a tem-
perature of about 5800 K, the Sun’s surface temperature, to be white. In fact,
the spectrum of the Sun has its maximum energy output at green wavelengths,
but our eyes are tuned so that we perceive a blackbody that peaks in the green
as white. We only see an object appear as green if its light output is significantly
more concentrated at green wavelengths than a blackbody. This is the reason we
never perceive stars as green. The way our eyes are set up, we never perceive any
blackbody as green.8

7The response curves shown are typical, but there is a range of variation. On one hand, roughly ∼ 5−10%
of the male population is colorblind, and the most common form of colorblindness is inability to distinguish
red from green. This occurs when the X chromosome carries a mutation that shifts the green response curve,
which is already very close to the red one, even closer, so that they are essentially overlapping. Women are
rarely affected because they get two X chromosomes, and the mutation is recessive, but men get only one
X, and those who get the mutant version cannot distinguish red from green. Conversely, some women have
a fourth type of cone cell that gives them the ability to see a fourth color.

8While the reason our eyers are tuned this way is not entirely clear, it seems extremely likely from an
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Figure 5: Response curves of human cone cells. Image taken from http://upload.

wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/04/Cone-fundamentals-with-srgb-spectrum.

svg.

B. Spectroscopy

In addition to measuring light through filters, we can also pass the light
through a device the breaks it up into its constituent colors and lets us measure
them individually. A prism is an example of such a device, and in general devices
that let us measure the full spectrum of light are called spectroscopes. Compared
to observing through filters, spectroscopes provide vastly more information, but,
because they break up the light so finally, they can only be used on comparatively
bright objects.

One of the great advantages of spectroscopy is that they allow us to see
the very sharp features in spectra that arise when light is emitted or absorbed
by gases that interact with light over a very narrow range of frequencies. These
features are called spectral lines, and they allow us to determine the chemical

evolutionary standpoint that it has to do with chlorophyl. The chlorophyl molecule reflects green light
and absorbs red and blue, and as a result when blackbody Sunlight reflects off objects that are filled with
chlorophyl (i.e, plants), the reflected light has a significantly higher ratio of green light to blue or red light
than a blackbody. Our environment is filled with objects that look like this, so our eyes probably evolved
to provide good color discrimination between things like plants that are more green than a blackbody, and
things that reflect Sunlight in a more neutral fashion and thus have blackbody-like spectra. Thus one could
plausibly say that the reason we don’t see any green stars is because there are plants on Earth. An alien
from a world where chlorophyl didn’t evolve would probably see our Sun as green.
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composition of astronomical objects. As we will discuss next week, spectroscopy
is the way that we know that stars are made primarily of hydrogen.
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